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Self Quizzing Question Stems
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Can you list 3…?
Can you recall…?
How did ___ happen?
How is…?
How would you describe/explain?
What is…?
When did…? (When did it happen?)
Which one?
Who were the main…?
How would you show…?
Why did…?

C
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Explain what is happening?
How would you classify…?
Which is the best answer?
Can you tell me in your own words?
What can you say about…?
How would you compare/contrast…?
How is ___ alike?  How is it different?
What facts or ideas show…?
What is the main idea of…?

A
p
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How would you use…?
What examples can you find…?
How would you solve ___ using what you’ve learned?
How would you organise ___ to show…?
How would you show your understanding of…?
What approach would you use to…?
What other ways would you plan to…?
What would happen if…?
What faces would you select to show…?

A
n

al
ys

is

What are the parts or features of …?
How is ___ related to …?
Why do you think…?
What is the theme…?
What motive is there…?
Can you list the parts…?
What inference can you make…?
What conclusions can you draw…?
Can you identify the different parts of…?
What evidence can you find…?
Can you distinguish between…?

Sy
n

th
e
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s

Do you agree with the actions/outcomes?
What is your opinion of…?
How would you prove?...disprove…?
Can you assess the value or importance…?
Would it be better if…?
Why did the characters choose to…?
What would you recommend…?
How would you rate…?
How could you determine…?
What choice would you have made…?
Why was it better that…?

Ev
al

u
at

io
n

What changes would you make to solve…?
How would you improve…?
What would happen if…?
Can you elaborate on the reason…?
Can you give an alternative…?
Can you invent…?
How could you change or modify the plot?
What way would you design…?
Suppose you could ___ what would you do?
Can you predict the outcome if…?
Can you construct a model of…?



Knowledge, Notes and Quizzes
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iteracy mat

I am aware that I must use language 
that is appropriate to my reader.

 No slang that lesson was bangin’
 No informal language I’m gonna do my 

homework now

Other things to consider:
 I am clear about the purpose of this 

piece of writing
 I know who my audience is
 I will use a suitable layout and text 

type

I am proud of my work because...

• I have written clearly so that my reader can 
understand my writing easily.

• I have checked my spelling and corrected any 
errors.

• I have used full sentences with a subject and a 
verb.

• I have used correct punctuation and grammar.

• I have paragraphed my work using TIPTOP.

• My writing is suitable for the person I am writing 
for.

Affect/effect
Bare/bear
Brake/break
Buy/by
For/four
Flour/flower
Grate/great
Hair/hare
Hole/whole
Hour/our
Knight/night
Know/no

The TIPTOP rule
You move onto a new paragraph when 

you change time, place, topic or 
person.

Can I write in paragraphs?

We must use an apostrophe to replace any 
letter(s) we have left out.

I have checked that I have not mixed 
up my homophones.

1. I always start an essay with an 
introduction which addresses the 
question.

2. I finish an essay with a conclusion to 
summarise the main points of my 
argument and to address the 
question again.

3. I use connectives in each paragraph 
to link my ideas and to put them in a 
logical order. 

oMeanwhile 
oNonetheless 
oHowever 
oAlthough 
oMoreover

oFurthermore 
oWhereas 
oNevertheless 
oAlternatively
oConsequently 

oBut 
oSince 
oYet 
oTherefore
oBesides 

Simple sentences: contains a subject and a 
verb and can contain an object

• Sarah likes to read in the library.
• Tom enjoys reading at home.

Compound sentences: joins two simple 
sentences using the connectives: for, and, nor, but, 
or, yet, so.

• Sarah likes to read in the library but Tom 
prefers to read at home.

Complex sentences:  A complex sentence 
contains a conjunction such as because, since, after, 
although, or when .

• Because Robert felt tired, he only studied 
for an hour.

• Although the rain had stopped, the pitch 
was still water-logged.

• Paul enjoys Music, however, he is more 
proficient in Art. 

My work

Can I use different sentence types?

Can I spell familiar words accurately?

Common contractions

Have I used the correct grammar?

Homophones

Meat/meet
One/won
Passed/past
Peace/piece
Practice (n)/practise (v)
Read/red
Sea/see
Sight/site
Son/sun 
To/too/two
Wait/weight
Weak/week
Wear/where

11 o’clock
Aren’t
Can’t
Couldn’t
Didn’t
Doesn’t
Don’t
Hadn’t
Hasn’t
Haven’t
He’d
He’ll 
He’s 
How’d
How’ll
How’s

I’d 
I’ll
I’m 
Isn’t
It’d
It’ll
It’s
Mightn’t
Mustn't
Shan’t
She’d
She’ll 
She’s
Shouldn’t
They’d
They’ll

They’re
Wasn’t
We’d
We’ll
We’re
Weren’t
What’d
What’ll
What’s
When’d
When’ll
When’s
Where’d
Where’ll
Where’s
Who’d

Who’ll 
Who’s 
Why’d
Why’ll
Why’s
Won’t
Wouldn’t
You’d
You’ll
You’re
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iteracy mat Apostrophe for Possession
(To show that something belongs to another)

If a single thing/person owns anything, add an 
apostrophe + ‘s’.

•The dog’s bone
•The boy’s homework
•Jones’s bakery
•Yesterday’s lesson

However, if it is plural (more than one), an 
apostrophe comes after the ‘s’.

•The dogs’ bones
•The boys’ homework
•Joneses’ bakeries (lots of Jones families)
•Many websites’ content is educational

The Apostrophe
I always aim to use apostrophes correctly.

There are two main reasons why we use apostrophes: for 
possession and to replace a letter or letters

Basics:
 Every sentence must start with a capital 

letter.
 Every sentence must finish with some 

form of punctuation: .?!
 Proper nouns need capital letters. These 

are unique people, places or things e.g. 
there are many cities so ‘city’ doesn’t take 
a capital letter. However there is only one 
London, therefore it takes a capital letter.

 When writing titles of works such as 
books, films or plays:
 Capitalise the first word
 Capitalise any main/important words
 Don’t capitalise minor words such  as 

‘and’, ‘of’ or ‘the’ e.g. The Sound of 
Music, The Wizard of Oz, Harry 
Potter and the Goblet of Fire

 When writing speech:
Go to a new line when a different person 

speaks e.g. “Good morning” said the 
Headteacher.
“It’s the afternoon!” replied the student.

Each person’s speech is marked with 
speech marks e.g. “Walk on the left” said 
Mr Mathews.

ITS

Note: its, which shows that something owns 
something (like our, his etc), does not take an 
apostrophe: the dog ate its bone and we ate our
dinner

Your/ you’re

Note: special care must be taken over the use of 
your and you’re as they sound the same but are used 
quite differently:

Your is possessive as in this is your pen
You’re is short for you are as in you’re coming 
over to my house

Note: Apostrophes are NEVER 
used to denote plurals

There/ their/ they’re

Note: special care must be taken over the use of 
there, their and they’re as they sound the same but 
are used quite differently:

There shows position Your seat is over there
Their shows that ‘they’ own something Their 
blazers are navy blue
They’re is short for they are as in They’re 
revising every day

Can I use punctuation?

What traffic light am I? 
Is my punctuation accurate?

Full stop . indicates that a sentence has finished

Comma ,
indicates a slight pause in a sentence, 

separates clauses in a complex 

sentence and items in a list

Question mark ? goes at the end of a question

Exclamation

mark
!

goes at the end of a dramatic sentence 

to show surprise or shock

Apostrophe ‘
shows that letter(s) have been left out 

or indicates possession

Speech marks “”
indicate direct speech, the exact 

words spoken or being quoted

Colon :
introduces a list, a statement or a 

quote in a sentence

Semicolon ;
separates two sentences that are 

related and of equal importance

Dash / hyphen -
separates extra information from the 

main clause by holding words apart

Brackets ( )
can be used like dashes, they separate 

off extra information from the main 

clause

Ellipsis …
to show a passage of time, to hook the 

reader in and create suspense

 Sound out the word
 Think about how it looks
 Think about a similar word
 Is there a memory sentence for this word? 

(e.g. big elephants cannot always use small 
exits)

 Find the word in a list –
o Key words list
o Frequently used words list
o Your own word bank

 Look it up in a dictionary/spellchecker
 Ask a friend or teacher
 To learn it: look, cover, write , check
 Once you’ve solved it,  add the correct spelling 

to your own word bank.

Can I spell accurately?
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Art and Design - Portrait

Explore - Materials and 

processes.

Mark making
Collage
Texture
Fineliner
Biro
Ink and wash
Layers 

Develop
Artist Research on:

Your selected artist
Include: 
• Title in a relevant style. 

Introduce the artist.
• Describe the artworks.
• Analyse the artwork 

using the formal 
elements.

• Discuss your opinion.
• Use this to influence 

your outcome.

Record
Use artist inspiration and a variety of 

media to generate ideas to create 
your portrait.

Materials: Water colour paint, 

inks, newspaper, glue, stencils, 
stamps,  pastel, crayon, pencil and 
pen.

Present Outcome:
A portrait with semi-abstract 
details made by using mixed 
media, which includes layered 
collage, paint washes and 
techniques, mark-making, ink 
and pencil markings.

Key Words:
Proportion – the size of objects or 
shapes     when compared to each 
other.
Media/medium – the materials and 
tools used by an artist to create a 
piece of art.
Technique – the skill in which an
artist uses tools and materials to 
create a piece of art.
Abstract – a piece of art that is
not realistic.  It uses shapes, 
colours and textures.
Composition – the arrangement 
and layout of artwork/objects.

Lunchtime sessions for invited 
Year 9s on Monday in CS17

Time line of lessons
 Artist research
 Plan outcome
 Produce wash 
 Mark making – pencil
 Mark making - pen
 Typography 
 Add collage section
 Background

Look at www.studentartguide.com

for other ideas

http://www.studentartguide.com/


ArtBusiness Studies : Unit 1, 2, 3 and 4
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Key Subject Vocabulary

Enterprise: A business or company.
Recruitment: The action of finding new people 
to join an organisation or support a cause.
Engagement: The action of keeping customers 
interested.
Goods: A tangible (physical) item.
Services: An intangible (cannot touch) item.
Stakeholders: A person (or group) who have a 
common interest in a business.
Retention: A proportion of a workforce who 
remain with a business over a lengthy period.
Social Enterprise: A business this is set-up to 
help society rather than to make a profit. 
Customer Loyalty: A customer who returns to a 
business repeatedly because they prefer their 
products or services.
Social Media: Methods of online 
communication such as websites. Unit 1: Purpose of Business

Unit 2: Digital Communication

Unit 3: Recruitment
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Computer Science
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BTEC Digital Information Technology - Collecting, Presenting and Interpreting Data



Design and Technology - Engineering

Key knowledge Vocabulary

QR codes

Key knowledge

· Mostly contain iron

· Good conductors of electricity

· Good magnetic properties

· Lower resistance to rust

· Weigh more

Ferrous 

· Do not contain iron

· Higher resistance to rust and corrosion

· Malleable

· Non-magnetic

· Weigh less

Non ferrous

Aluminium

Malleable metal that conducts
heat and electricity well

Copper

Malleable metal and used for
electrical wire

Zinc

Used to coat ferrous
metals and prevent rust

Brass

Machines well and is able to be 
bent and shaped whilst 
maintaining its strength

High carbon steel

Very hard metal used 
to make cutting tools

Melts at 1200°C and is 
relatively brittle

Cast iron Mild steel

Very common metal that 
is quite tough

Stainless steel

Steel which contains 18% chromium, 8% nickel, 
8% magnesium and is resistant to corrosion

Alloys

Ferrous – Contains iron and rusts. Also, 

magnetic: Low carbon steel

Non Ferrous – A metal without iron that 

is usually conductive

Alloy – A mixture of two or more metals

Malleable – A physical property of metals 

that defines the ability to be hammered, 
pressed or rolled into thin sheets without 
breaking.

Hardness – Hardness is the ability of a 

material to withstand indentation.

Toughness – The ability to absorb impact 

without fracture

Tolerance – Variation of a dimension i.e. 

+/- 0.5mm that will still enable a 
component to function correctly 

Dimension - Measurements of length, 

width, and thickness.  Standard unit we 
use is millimetres (mm)

Orthographic - Orthographic projection 

uses a 2D drawing of each side of an 
object. Orthographic drawings usually 
consist of a front view, a side view and a 
plan view.

Thermoforming - A plastic that can only 

be set once: Epoxy resin

Thermosetting - A plastic that can only 

be set once: Epoxy resin

Measuring tools

Steel rule
Used to measure and 
mark lines in mm

Vernier callipers
Used to accurately 
measure circular 
dimensions

Vernier height gauge
Used to measure and scribe 
parallel lines in metal

Marking out tools

Dividers
Used to scribe 
circular shapes 
in metal

Engineers square
Used to scribe 90° lines in 
metal

Scriber
Used to scribe lines in 
metal

Centre punch
Used to create a small dent to 
increase drilling accuracy

Cutting/shaping tools

Tin snips
Used to cut sheet metal

File
Used to remove, shape  and smooth metal

Ball pein hammer
Used to shape and bend metal and 
with a centre punch

Metals
BBC Bitesize

Marking out 
Youtube
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Design Technology - Fashion

Key knowledge

Sewing Machines

A sewing machine is used to stitch 
fabric together with thread. It is 
much faster and more accurate than 
sewing by hand. Some sewing machines 
are also used for embroidery.

Plain seam - two pieces of fabric are 
joined together with a running stitch 
allowing for a seam allowance, which 
must be measured correctly to the 
desired width otherwise the garment 
being sewn will be the wrong size or 
shape, and needs neatening to prevent 
fraying (achieved by overlocking).

Keywords

Tolerance: the amount of 
acceptable variation from the 
specified measurement from which 
you can cut out pattern pieces, 
add components or sew seams.

Seam allowance is the amount of 
material between the edge of the 
fabric and the seam. In home 
sewing, seam allowance is 
generally 1.5 cm, whereas in 
industry, to save on fabrics, 
the seam allowance is often 1.0 
cm.

Blended fibres are mixtures of 
fibres that combine properties 
of two or more fibres.

Computer numerical controlled 
(CNC)sewing machines -
controlled by the use of 
computer technology, the machine 
will follow a CAD template 
created by programming the 
stitching of the machine

QR codes

Key knowledge

Materials Knowledge

Cotton: Natural, from a cotton plant. 
Highly absorbent so is comfortable to 
wear, strong and durable, easy to care for 
but can shrink and has poor elasticity so 
creases. Uses: most clothing, bed linen, 
upholstery fabric and in the medical 
industry (because it can be boiled).

Polyester: Synthetic, from oil.
Hardwearing with good tensile strength, 
good elasticity but poor absorbency, a 
highly versatile fibre. Uses: Clothing and 
sportswear.

Polycotton: A blend of cotton (60%) and 
polyester (40%) fibres to improve the 
properties of each. Cotton has poor 
elasticity and creases but polyester has 
good elasticity so doesn’t crease. Cotton 
is absorbent so comfortable to wear but 
polyester isn’t absorbent so doesn’t let 
the skin breathe as well. Uses: Easy care 
shirts, bed linen and duvet covers.

Corrugated card: Strong but lightweight, 
made from two layers with at least two or 
more fluted (crimped) sheets between, 
available in different thicknesses, not 
water resistant, can be recycled. Uses: 
corrugations make it strong, protective 
and insulating; used in packaging.
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Technology - Food Preparation and Nutrition 

Pathogenic 
Bacteria

Where is it found Typical Symptoms Average onset time

Campylobacter Raw poultry, meat, milk, 
sewage

Abdominal pain, diarrhoea, nausea, 
fever

48-60 hours

Salmonella Intestines of humans and 
animals, raw poultry and 
meat, eggs and milk

Abdominal pain, diarrhoea, nausea, 
vomiting

12-36 hours

Staphylococcus 
Aureus 

Humans – skin, hair, nose, 
mouth, throat, cuts, spots

Abdominal pain/cramps, vomiting, 
chills

1-6 hours

E.coli Human and animal sewage, 
water, raw meat, muddy 
vegetables

Abdominal pain, fever, diarrhoea, 
vomiting, kidney damage/failure

12-24 hours

Why is temperature control important?
Temperature control is very important when you buy, store, 
prepare and cook food.  Storing food correctly will minimise the 
risk of food spoilage and food poisoning. 
Food Poisioning can be caused when high risk foods are stored 
in warm conditions for too long.  Controlling the temperature of 
food from the time you buy it to when it is eaten will help to 
keep food safe

Key Temperatures

5C — 63C—Temperature 

Danger zone

63C and above — Hot held 

food

75C—Cooked Food

-18C — Temperature of a 

freezer

5C — Temperature of a 

fridge

Food can become contaminated with 
bacteria from:
• Raw foods
• Work surfaces and equipment
• Food handlers 

• Pests
• Waste food and rubbish

What is sensory evaluation?
When you eat food, you are judging its following characteristics:
Appearance, taste, smell - aroma, texture – mouthfeel.  Judging 
food based on these characteristics is called sensory evaluation.

• Sensory evaluation helps us to make sure a food product 

meets expectations.  E.g., a strawberry yoghurt has the taste, 

texture and aroma that is expected.

• Make sure that a food product compares to other similar 

products, e.g. a competitors product.

• Check on the quality and shelf-life of food products over 

time.

Food Spoilage When food deteriorates so that its quality is reduced or it can no longer be eaten.

Food Poisoning An illness caused by eating contaminated food

High-risk foods Ready-to-eat moist foods, usually high in protein.

Bacteria Microscopic living organisms, which are single-celled and can be found everywhere.

Binary Fission How each bacterium reproduces by splitting in two.

Dormant When bacteria are inactive and cannot grow at all.

Temperature Probe A device with a metal spike which takes the temperature of food.

Aroma Smell

Mouthfeel How a food product feels in the mouth

Sensory Evaluation Judging food based on appearance, taste, aroma and texture.

Sensory descriptors Words to describe the appearance, taste and texture of the food

Colour-coded chopping 
boards

Red – Raw meat

Blue – Raw fish

Yellow – Cooked meat

Green – Salad & Fruit

Brown - Vegetables 

White – Bakery & Dairy
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Design and Technology – Food Preparation and Nutrition

Eatwell Guide
The Eatwell Guide shows how eating different foods can make a healthy and balanced diet.  It 
divides food into groups and shows how much of each food group is needed for a healthy diet.

8 Tips for Healthy Eating
1. Base your meals on starchy foods
2. Eat lots of fruits and vegetables
3. Eat more fish—including a portion 

of oily fish each week
4. Cut down on saturated fat 
5. Eat less salt
6. Get active
7. Drink plenty of water
8. Don’t skip breakfast

A traffic light 
colour coded  
food label which 
helps you choose 
healthy food

Foods high in fat 
and/or sugar have 
been removed 
from the main 
segments as these 
should be eaten 
less often and in 
small amounts.

Macro Nutrients
Protein is needed for growth, repair, 

maintenance and energy. 

Carbohydrate provides the body with                   
energy.

Fat keeps the body warm, 
provides energy, protects 
vital organs and provides fat 
soluble vitamins

Vitamin A Keeps the eyes and skin healthy
Liver, milk, carrots, red peppers

Vitamin B Releases energy from food
Bread, fish, broccoli, liver, milk, peas, rice

Vitamin C Keeps connective tissue healthy. Helps the body to absorb iron
Oranges, blackcurrants, broccoli, red and green peppers

Vitamin D Helps the body to absorb calcium for strong bones and teeth
Butter, eggs, milk and oily fish

Calcium Builds strong bones and teeth
Yoghurt, cheese, milk, tofu

Iron Keeps red blood cells healthy
Green vegetables, beans, fish, egg yolk, red ,meat

Sodium (Salt) Keeps the correct water balance
Cheese, bacon, salted nuts, ready meals
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Design and Technology - Workshop Understanding the
Design Brief: Identify the Need & Constraints
Designers and Engineers ask critical questions 
about what they want to create, whether it be a 
skyscraper, amusement park ride, bicycle or 
smartphone. These questions include: What is 
the problem to solve? What do we want to 
design? Who is it for? What do we want to 
accomplish? What are the project requirements? 
What are the limitations? What is our goal?
Specification
A specification would usually be written as a list 
of key points that would be written up as a 
sentence.
A good specification will have clearly defined 
points to help lead the designing.
You need to set the specification yourself
Design Sketches: 4 types of design sketch
Designers and Engineers use design sketches in 
many ways: To explore ideas, sell a concept, 
explain how and idea works and as means of 
technical drawing

Rebate Joint

Orthographic Projections
A projection of a single view of an object 
(such as a view of the front) onto a drawing 
surface

The representation of related views of an 
object as if they were all in the same plane 
and projected by orthographic projection

2D CAD: Develop 2D shapes to be cut out 
by the CNC Mill
Designers and Engineers use 2D CAD to 
accurately machine out parts to build a 
product. This lowers the tolerance of an 
object

Techniques: Pilot Hole
A pilot hole is a small hole 
drilled into a piece of 
construction material. Its 
purpose is a) to guide a larger 
drill to the appropriate 
location and ease the job of 
the larger drill, b) to allow for 
the insertion of another hole-
making tool

Forstner Bit
Used for drilling 
holes. A normal 
drill set will 
include sizes 
from 1mm to 
14mm.

Twist Drill
Used for drilling 
holes. A normal drill 
set will include sizes 
from 1mm to 
14mm.
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Drama

General Drama 
Terminology/Vocabulary
Devising – Creating a piece of drama from a  
starting point/stimulus.
Improvisation – Working as a team or individually  
to explore ideas practically and create a  
performance.
Characterisation – Creating a character; changing  
your voice and movement to play a particular
role.
Blocking – working out where actors will stand 
and  move to and from.
Props – Objects that are held and used by an 
actor  on stage to make a performance more
realistic.

Movement Techniques
Gesture – the actions used by an actor to show 
what the  character is feeling or what they are
doing

Facial expressions – changes made to the face to 
show  how the character is feeling.

Body language – the emotion shown by an
actor’s  movement or position of their body.

Posture – the position that a character is sitting 
or  standing in. It helps to show their emotions.

Dramatic Irony
Dramatic irony is when the audience 
knows what is happening but the 
actors on the stage do not know what  
is happening.

Split Stage
Split stage is when two or more 
scenes are  performed on stage at the 
same time. Remember to freeze. It 
helps to show different locations.

Hot-seating
Hot-seating is when you are asked 
questions in character and  you have 
to answer them in character.

We use hot-seating in Drama as it 
helps to understand your  character 
and their background and get you to 
think about who  they are.

Open ended questions are better to 
ask as it draws out more  information.

Vocal Skills
Tone of voice – The emotion of a character shown 
through their  voice. For example: angry, happy, sad.

Pitch – How high or how low your voice is.

Pace – The speed in which you say the dialogue. For 
example; fast or  slow.

Pause – Leaving a gap between words to add tension.

Volume – How loud or how quiet you are. This can help 
show your  character’s emotions.

Still Image
A still image is when the action in a play or scene is 
frozen, as in a photograph or video frame.
Elements to make it look interesting are:  levels,
gesture, space and facial expressions.
You can use a still image at the start and end of a play.
You can also use it during a performance to highlight a key 
moment.

Role-Play
Role-play is the acting out of a scene or performance in a 
particular  role.
Being a CHARACTER and being someone else/ acting  as 
someone else.

Thought Tracking
Thought tracking is when a character says their thoughts 
and  feelings out loud to the audience when everyone 
else is frozen.
Sometimes the character’s thoughts/emotions are 
different to what they are showing or saying on the 
outside.
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English:  Year 9 - Conflict

Tier 2 Vocabulary 

Arrogance
(noun) having an exaggerated 
opinion of your abilities

Domineering 
(verb) arrogantly asserting 
your will over someone else

Ephemeral 
(adj) lasting a very short time, 
short-lived

Futility 
(noun) pointlessness or 
uselessness

Harrowing 
(adj) highly distressing or 
upsetting

Incessant 
(adj) something unpleasant 
continuing without pause

Marginalised 
(adj) a group of people 
treated as insignificant

Oppressed
(adj) subject to harsh or 
authoritative treatment

Patriotic 
(adj) devotion to one’s 
country

Perturbed 
(adj) feeling anxiety or 
concern, unsettled

Transient 
(adj) lasting for only a short 
period of time

Synonyms for conflict

Battle, war, struggle, clash,
encounter, dispute, quarrel, discord, 
friction, hostility, clash, wrangle, 
clash, encounter

POETRY DEVICES – FORM

Auto-biographical About the poet

Ballad Story poems– often 4 lines stanzas 

Blank verse Verse with no rhyme – usually 10 syllables

Dramatic 
monologue

A character speaks to the reader

First person ‘I’

Free verse No regular rhyme/rhythm

Haiku 3 lines, syllables 5/7/5.  Often about nature

Lyrical Emotional and beautiful

Narrative A story

Ode Lyrical poem often addressed to one person

Phonetic spelling Written like it sounds

Rhetoric Persuasive

Sonnet 14 lines, ababcdcdefefgg, Often love poem

Shape poem Poem is in shape of the main subject

Third person He/she/they

POETRY DEVICES – LANGUAGE
(Devices in bold – for a pass)

Abstract An idea rather than a real thing

Alliteration Repeated first letter

Antagonist Evil main character

Assonance Repeated vowel sound

Authentic Seems genuine/truthful

Cliché Over-used phrase

Consonance Repeated consonant sound

Concrete A solid/real example 

Colloquial 
language

Local/casual language

Emotive Makes you feel emotional

Euphemism
Alternative words to make something nasty sound 
okay

Extended 
metaphor

A series of metaphors all relating to each other

Half rhyme Nearly rhymes

Hyperbole Exaggeration

Imagery Something  used to describe something else

Internal rhyme Rhyme that is on the same line

Irony Sarcasm

Metaphor Something is described as being something else

Mood Atmosphere

Onomatopoeia A verb sounds like what it does

Personification A non-human thing is given human qualities

Plosive Letters p/t/k/b/d/g

Protagonist Good main character

Question Asks something

Rhyme Words that sound the same

Semantic field Words that are about the same thing

Sibilance A repeated s sound

Simile
Something is described as being like/as something 
else to describe it

Symbol/ 
symbolism

Something that represents something else

Tone/Voice Emotion

POETRY DEVICES – STRUCTURE

Chronological In order of time

Caesura A big break in the middle of a line

Enjambment A sentence runs over more than one line

Iambic pentameter 5 sets of weak/strong beats in a line

Juxtaposition Two opposites

Layout Position of lines/words on the page

Anaphora Repeated first few words at start of lines

Oxymoron Two opposite words next to each other

Rhyme scheme The organisation of the rhyme 

Rhyming couplet Two lines that rhyme next to each other

Rhythm The beat 

Stanza/Verse A paragraph in a poem

Volta The turning point of a poem

Repetition Something repeated



Week and 6 Impacts and the future

Slip off slope - The build-up of deposited sediment on 
the inside of a meander.
Flood plain - an area of flat land alongside a river. This 
area gets covered in water when the river floods.
Estuary - is a tidal area where a freshwater river or 
meets the sea.

Meanders – an erosional and depositional feature.
Formed in the middle and lower course where the river 
begins to erode laterally (side to side). 
Water flows faster round the outside bank and erodes 
the bank and forming a river cliff where the bank 
collapses into the river  Water flows slowly around the 
inside bank and deposits material building up new land 
on the slip off slope 

The river Tees is located in the north east of England.  
Its’ source is in the Pennines at 893m.  High Force is a 
20 metre high water fall found in the upper course of 
the river.  In the middle course of the river the land is 
flat and low lying, this is where meanders are found and 
wide flood plains.  The mouth of the river is near 
Middlesbrough  there is an estuary where the river 
meets the sea.
Grid references on OS maps
Remember along the corridor and up the stairs.
To find a grid reference first go along the bottom of the 
map until you reach the line before the place you want 
to find the grid reference of.  Then go up the map to the 
line before the place.  This will give you a 4 figure grid 
reference.

Week 2 and 5 How are river features formed? 

Hydraulic action – the sheer force of water wears 
away bed and banks.
Abrasion – material in the river scrapes the bed and 
banks.
Attrition – Large material bumps into each other and 
breaks into smaller parts. 

River features are formed due to two main processes, 
erosion and deposition.
Firstly rock is weakened due to weathering.  Then 

erosion happens, which is the removal of material 
from the river.  There are three types of erosion 
shown in the key words section.
This material is then transported down the river by 
four methods;
Traction – large boulders rolled along the bed 
Saltation – sand and gravel bounced along the bed 
Suspension – small material floating in the water 
Solution – dissolved material in the water
When the river loses energy the material is deposited 
and can for features such as estuaries and deltas at 
the mouth of a river.

Waterfalls – an erosional feature
Formed where a river flows over hard and soft rock. 
The soft rock is easily eroded by hydraulic action and 
abrasion to leave a deep plunge pool and overhanging 
hard rock. The hard rock collapses under gravity and 
the process starts again.  After many collapses the 
waterfall moves upstream cutting a steep sided 
gorge. 

Geography : How have rivers changed our landscape?  
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Week 1 and 4 What is the long profile of a river?  

Drainage basin – The area of land that a river drains.
Channel – The area of a river the water flows through.
Valley – The land either side of the river channel.  The 
shape changes from a steep sided valley near the start 
of a river to flat at the end of the river.

A drainage basin usually has many small streams called 
tributaries that join the main river.
The source of the river is in the highlands and it is 
joined by tributaries at confluences as the river flows 
downstream. 
The edge of a drainage basin is marked by highlands 
and is known as the watershed. 
The river eventually flows through its channel to the 
mouth where it meets the sea

A river has different features as it flows from the source 
at the beginning, this is in highland areas like Dartmoor 
where the river Plym begins.  As it flows downstream 
the channel, valley and sediment change.
Upper course
The channel is shallow and narrow. The valley is ‘V’ 
shaped. The sediment has rough boulders.
Middle course
The channel is wider with small meanders.
The valley is wider with a floodplain.
The sediment is made of pebbles and gravel.
Lower course
The channel is wider deeper and has large meanders.
The valley has a wide flat floodplain.
The sediment is sand, silt and clay.

. 

ErosionDeposition

Deep channel

Shallow Channel

High 
land

Low landUpper Middle Lower

Overhang

Plunge pool

HARD ROCK

SOFT ROCK
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Health and Social Care –An Introduction

Health and Social Care-Year 9 Health is not just absence of disease but a state of overall wellbeing. It has an impact on 4 areas of life and development.

These 4 areas are Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Social…PIES

Physical 
this is everything 

related to the body and 

how it works.

This could be the 

disease, the 

signs/symptoms, the 

biology, growth and 

milestones

Emotional 
this is everything 

related to the mind and 

feelings.

How do people react to 

their life and the issues 

in it? What emotions do 

they experience when 

health is a problem?

Intellectual
this is everything related 

to cognition and 

learning.

This could be how to 

cope with a disease or 

learn about medication. 

It could be about how a 

child develops into an 

adult.

Social 
this is everything 

related to interactions 

with others.

This is relationships, 

socialising, working, 

playing, taking part in 

religion, sport, art. Its 

about belonging.

Key words:

Signs: things that can be seen 

when you are ill e.g. spots

Symptoms: things you describe 

to say you are ill

Health Care: care given to 

people who are ill e.g. hospitals, 

dentists, pharmacies, GP’s

Early Years Care: care given to

young children e.g. nurseries,

special schools, pre-schools

Social Care: Care given in the 

community such as nursing 

homes, residential care, respite 

care, family centres and through 

social services

Respite care: care given to 

carers so they can take a break 

(their loved one is cared for by 

someone else temporarily)

Service User: The person using 

the care service

Service Provider: The 

organisation or person giving 

the care.

Care Values: used by care 

workers to give high quality 

care…different for adults and 

children.

Health care settings Social Care settings Early years settings

Hospital, GP, pharmacy, dentistry, 
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech 
and language therapy, specialist centres e.g. 
Great Ormond Street

Social services, adoption, fostering, nursing 
homes, residential homes, home care, lunch 
clubs for the elderly.

Special schools, nursery, childminders, any form 
of childcare for the under 5’s, health visitors, 
teachers, nursery workers

Case study:

Verity is 10 years old and suffers with profound 
Downs Syndrome. She has limited verbal 
communication and a slight speech impediment 
which makes her very shy and nervous around 
people she does not know. She has learnt 
Makaton which she uses well and is generally a 
happy and positive individual. She goes to a 
special school and has made lots of friends and 
gets on well with her teachers but especially her 
TA Michelle. She has 2 siblings, Boris who is 11 
and Miranda who is 13. Miranda is really 
supportive of Verity but Boris and Verity fight all 
the time. They live with their mum because their 
Dad is in the Navy and often away….mum is a 
nursery school worker and works part time on 
Mondays and Thursdays during school hours.

Verity has diabetes as a side effect from her 
syndrome which is insulin controlled and she sees 
the GP as needed and the diabetic nurse once 
every 3 months. She is also allergic to bee stings 
so has to carry an Epipen with her all the time. 
When she was tiny she had an operation to 
reduce the size of her tongue, also a side effect of 
her condition. Due to a mild scoliosis she also 
walks with crutches and occasionally needs the 
use of a wheelchair.
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Health and Social Care : RO22

LO1RO22: 

Communicating 

and working 

with individuals 

in Health and 

Social Care

What is 
covered:
LO1: How to 
communicate 
effectively
LO2: Qualities 
required in Care
LO3: Practical 
Assessments

LO2
Qualities are traits that you have 
been born with. In care, the 
following are considered 
essential:
Quick Thinker
Understanding
Ability to empathise
Likeable
Interested in others
Trustworthy
Individual commitment to respect
Easily communicates with others
Sense of Humour

Two practical assessments demonstrating what you have learnt in LO1 and LO2.

One to one interaction- a physiotherapist supporting an adult, Trevor, who is 55 years old and 
has just had an operation on his leg.

Group interaction- a nursery worker supporting children, who are 4 years old, with an arts 
project.

LO3

Verbal
Communication that uses clarity, tone and 
pace.
Written
Often in the form of care plans, prescriptions 
or patient leaflets.
Specialist
Anything that s used to support an individual 
who has an impairment e.g. braille for the 
blind
Non-Verbal
Often makes reference to body language or 
gestures e.g. waving



History – Health and Medicine: 4. Advances in medical knowledge

Definition of Era:
It is easy to assume medical knowledge in medieval 
times was limited, yet there is plenty of evidence of 
successful medical treatment if you had access to a 
doctor, even from the Stone Age. It was perhaps the 
Renaissance and the later arrival of scientific method 
that really changed our understanding of illness and 
made significant advances in medical knowledge, 
something which continues apace today. This unit 
explores the ‘turning points’ in the growth of medical 
knowledge.

Timeline : 
1543: Andreas Vesalius published ‘De humani corpois
fabrica libri septem’ which completely changes 
attitudes to medicine.
1628: William Harvey published ‘On the Motion of the 
Heart’ which challenged the work of Galen and 
medicine forever.
1910: Paul Ehrlich developed Salvarsan 606 know as 
‘magic bullets’ which identified specific germs which 
cause illness.

Keywords and concepts :
Poultice: A soft, moist mass of material often made 
from bran, flour, herbs. Applied to the body to 
relieve soreness & inflammation.
Indulgences: If you bought an indulgence from the 
church, the church would lessen the punishment for 
your sins, allowing you to get to heaven more quickly 
when you die.
Renaissance: Meaning rebirth or renewal, usually 
refers to the period from 14th – 17th century where 
great advances were made in learning, science & art.
Ligatures: A cord used to tie something very tightly, 
in this case in order to stop bleeding.
MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging – uses radio 
waves to build up a detailed picture of organs & 
tissues within the body
PET scans: Positron Emission Tomography – injects a 
radioactive tracer into the bloodstream to produce 
3D images of tissues & bones.

Week 2 and 5

Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch
Louis Pasteur carried out medical 

research in Paris. Pasteurisation was 

discovered, boiling a liquid killed harmful 

germs, it was used to stop milk, beer and 

wine from going sour. Germ theory meant 

that microbes in the air caused decay, this 

was discovered in 1861. In 1879, he also 

took the germ that caused chicken cholera 

and injected chickens with a weaker form 

of the disease. He did the same for 

anthrax and rabies. Koch was a German 

doctor who furthered the work of Pasteur. 

He linked particular germs and microbes 

to particular diseases. In 1872, he began 

to study Anthrax, he studied the blood of 

animals that were affected and those that 

were not affected, and so discovered the 

bacteria that caused it. He developed a 

solid culture on which to breed colonies of 

germs and later identified the tuberculosis 

and the cholera germ. Koch was the 

pioneer of bacteriology and was awarded 

the Nobel peace prize for his research in 

1905.

The Discovery of DNA and genetic 
research in the later 20th century
The Human Genome project was set up to 
discover the roles of the 100,000 genes in 
a single human DNA molecule. It was 
completed in 2003 and today genetic 
screening and testing has been used to 
prevent disease. Work continues on Gene 
therapy, using genes from healthy people 
to cure the sick.

Week 3 and 6

The Development of 
scanning techniques 
in 20th century

In 1895, William 
Röntgen, discovered x-
rays in Germany. The 
first ever x-ray 
photograph was of his 
wife’s hand. These 
discoveries enabled 
surgeons to look inside 
the patient without 
surgery. X-rays were 
important during WW1, 
enabling doctors to 
locate deeply lodged 
bullets and shrapnel.
The second half of the 
century saw the 
development of 
ultrasound and MRI 
scans. Ultrasound can 
produce 3D images of 
inside the body. First 
used in 1977, Magnetic 
Resonance imaging can 
create pictures of 
tissues, organs and 
features inside the body.

WW1: Mobile x-ray 

units set up to check for 

bullets, shrapnel etc

Week 1 and 4

Common medical ideas of the Medieval Era
Medieval physicians used astrology to help treat patients. 
They believed the movement of the planets affected 
people’s health. The ‘Valemecum’ is the book that 
contained the signs of the zodiac and the ‘zodiac man’
charts. They used this to work out which treatments 
could be used on certain parts of the body at that time. 
The theory of the four humours was developed by 
Hippocrates in Ancient Greece. 
The humours are four liquids, phlegm, blood, black bile 
and yellow bile. These are each related to the four 
elements and the four seasons. For example, blood 
represents Spring, and Air (hot and moist).

The influence of Vesalius, Paré, and Harvey on 

Medical Knowledge.
During the sixteenth century, there was a ‘Renaissance’
in learning and science. The invention of the mechanical 
printing press in Germany helped spread new ideas. 
There were also new inventions like the thermometer 
and the microscope which helped improved observation.
Andreas Versalius was a professor of anatomy at Padua 
university. In 1543 he published the book ‘Fabric of The 
Human Body’. He insisted on the dissection of human 
bodies and so helped improve medical knowledge.
Paré was an army surgeon who spent years treating 
wounded soldiers. He discovered that instead of 
cauterising wounds, it would heal more quickly if covered 
with bandages and ends of arteries were tied by 
ligatures. In 1562, he published his ‘Five Books of 
Surgery’ which provided the latest research.
William Harvey studied medicine at Cambridge and 
Padua. He believed in the importance of observation. He 
dissected live animals to study the movement of blood 
to the heart. He realised that blood went away from the 
heart and then flowed back. In 1628, he published his 
findings in a book, ‘An Anatomical Account of the Motion 
of the Heart and Blood in Animals’.
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History – Health and Medicine: 5 Developments in patient care

Definition of Era: In the UK today if you are sick 

& in need of medical treatment you either visit your 
GP or a hospital. All these services are provided 
under the state-run NHSDuring the medieval period 
the Church dominated medical provision but from 
the mid-16th century voluntary & charity institutions 
began to take responsibility for nursing & patient 
care. During 20th century the government began to 
take an active role in looking after the welfare of its 
citizens.

Timeline:
1530’s: Dissolution of the Monasteries
1170’s: Dispensaries (pharmacies) were set up to 
issue medicines
1800: Approx 3000 patients in hospitals in England 
& Wales
1854-6: Crimean War
1863: Florence Nightingale published ‘Notes on 

Hospitals’ 
1906: Free school meals introduced, compulsory by 
1914
1911: National Insurance Act
1942: Beveridge Report – highlighted what welfare 
provision was needed.
1948: NHS launched.

Keywords and concepts :
Leprosy: A chronic infectious disease mainly 
affecting the skin, nerve etc
Alms-house: Charitable, sheltered housing
Monasteries: Communities of either Nuns or 
Monks
Royal Hospitals: Endowed (gifted) with royal funds 
Philanthropist: A person who seeks to promote the 
welfare of others through donations or good causes
Welfare State: Introduced after WW2 to provide 
free health service, unemployment support, council 
housings & free secondary education
Nationalisation: To take over something by 
government, so government runs the service, 
factory or industry

Week 2 and 5

Florence Nightingale and the professionalism 

of nursing
Florence Nightingale was a pioneer in improving 

standards of patient care. Between 1854-56 she treated 

patients in the Crimean war. She secured government 

funds to go to the hospital at Scutari, which was 

notoriously poorly conditioned. She also secured 

backing from ‘the Times’ who were to publicise her 

findings in their newspaper.

She found that there were over 1700 patients there is 

filthy wards. She gave them a wash, clean clothes and 

new-bedding regularly. Death rate there fell from 

42/100 to 2/100 and only 100 of the patients found 

themselves confined to bed. On return to England in 

1856, Nightingale began a campaign to reform army 

medical services. In 1859, Nightingale published her 

‘Notes on Nursing’. The Times set up a fund which 

raised £50,000. In 1860, she set up training schools for 

nurses at St. Thomas’ hospital and at King’s College 

Hospital in London. New hospitals like the Royal 

Liverpool Infirmary were built to her designs.

The Beveridge Report (1944) & provision 

under the NHS after 1946
It identified ‘disease’ as one of the ‘five evil giants’

facing the UK. Aneurin Bevan (labour MP) was 

appointed minister of health in 1945. He faced opposite 

to his National Health Service Act of 1946, from those 

that ran hospitals and the BMA who complained 

doctors would make less money. From 1948, the NHS 

offered prescriptions, treatments, dentists, opticians 

and maternity care. IN 1947, Doctors issued 7 million 

prescriptions per month, by 1951 this was at 19 

million. By 1949, 8.5 million had received free dental 

treatment. In 1950, the budget was under pressure 

and prescriptions cost 1 shilling. By 1951, only 1.5% of 

population remained outside the NHS.

Week 3 and 6

Early Twentieth 
Century Reforms
Liberal governments of 
1906-14 changed the 
laissez-faire policies. The 
reforms tackled provision of 
education, free school meals 
and old age pensions. 
Medical inspections were 
introduced in 1907, but 
poor families could not 
afford treatment. Pensions 
were introduced, only if you 
had worked all your life and 
can prove you are not a 
drunkard. The National 
Insurance scheme only 
applied if you paid regular 
contributions, but part of 
the cause of poverty was 
irregular employment.

The National Insurance Act 
of 1911 laid down the first 
steps for the creation of a 
welfare state. Chancellor 
Lloyd George proposed an 
insurance fund based on 
regular contributions to a 
central fund in case you 
became ill. The scheme was 
restricted to certain trades 
and occupations and it did 
not cover families, neither 
did it cover the 
unemployed, the elderly, 
the chronically/mentally ill.

Week 1 and 4

The role of church and 

monasteries
Medieval monasteries played an 
important role in caring for the sick. The 
infirmary was a type of hospital for sick 
patients. It was separated to stop 
infection spreading. In the twelfth 
century, the first ‘hospitals’ were set up 
which offered ‘hospitality’. Only a small 
number of these hospitals actually cared 
for the sick, there were no doctors, monks 
would pray for the souls of the patients.
Leper hospitals were outside the town 
walls. Alms-houses were the medieval 
equivalent of a modern care home. St 
Bartholomew’s was founded in 1123 but 
did not appoint it’s first doctor until the 
sixteenth century.

The roles of voluntary charities in 
patient care after the mid-
sixteenth century
Henry VIII ordered the dissolution of the 
monasteries in 1530s, and so closed many 
of the hospitals. Charities and local town 
councils had to take responsibility. In 
London, 5 major hospitals were endowed 
by royal funds, such as St Bartholomew’s.
As new industrial towns expanded in the 
eighteenth century there was a demand 
for increased hospital provision. Thomas 
Guy was an earl philanthropist that 
financed the establishment of Guy’s 
hospital in 1724. 11 new hospitals were 
founded in London during the period, 
with a further 46 across the rest of the 
country. These included Westminster 
Hospital and Addenbrooke’s hospital in 
Cambridge.
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Languages - French
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My French Knowledge Organiser How Can I Use It? Yr9

Knowledge organisers are useful tools when it comes to learning and recalling information.

Here are some ideas for you to do some 15 mins retrieval tasks in the classroom :

Tricky Spelling

• Create your own list of tricky words that you really want to

spell correctly and use the same method to learn them.

• Use highlighters to colour-code tricky parts of the word e.g.

silent letters, accents, double consonants, tricky sequence of

vowels/ consonants etc. Use DEL method !

• You could also use mnemonics to help you.

• Look , say, cover , write, check ( watch help video)

Key Phrases

• Create a set of double-sided cards with the French on one

side and the English on the other side and use these to test

yourself – you could also work with a partner.

• Click on the QR codes and use the quizlets and Flippity

retrieval games made for you on each topic. There are

more than 10 games to suit your preferred learning style.

Group It! 

• You could also colour-code it using three colours: ‘I know it’, ‘I

almost  know it’ and ‘I need to know it better’.

Useful Grammatical Structures

• Make a set of cards containing the grammatical 

structures  suggested - working with a partner, place 

the  cards face down in a pile, take turns to pick one 

and make a  sentence that contains this structure 

and relates to the topic.

More Advanced Grammatical Structures

• Are you aiming for the top marks and looking to impress 

the  examiner? Try incorporating some of these more 

complex structures  in your answers to the key questions on

the topic you are studying:

create at least one  sentence with each structure. Use your 

grade 9 phrases, your  “ ASSASSIN” and 

“ 10 KEYS” phrases

Key Vocabulary

• Test your friends – test each other on the meaning of each

word. You could write the words out on separate cards, with

the meaning on the back.

• Play Bingo – using a blank grid, choose French words from

the key vocabulary and get a friend or your teacher to read

out an English word from the list. See how long it takes for

you to match a line.

• Link it! Draw a mind map or a Venn diagram to show links

between words.

Tricky Pronunciation

• Click on the QR codes and listen to my recorded

vocabulary and phrases on your phone, then record yourself

saying them – how does it compare?

• Create your own list of important words that you really want

to pronounce correctly and follow the same process as above

False Friends

• These words look and sound similar to an English word but

are misleading as they have a different meaning – make

sure you pay extra attention to those , make a poster of

those?



Languages – French : Mon identité
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Linking expert
de plus – furthermore

ensuite – after

puis – then

pourtant – yet

d’autre part 

– on the other hand

cependant – however

par contre – on the contrary

alors que – whereas

néanmoins - nonetheless

parce que/car – because

alors/donc/ainsi – so

surtout – mostly

en particulier – especially

cela dit – that being said

soit… soit… – either… or…

d’ailleurs – by the way

par conséquent – as a result

autrement dit – in other words

(tout) d’abord – firstly

deuxièmement – secondly

pour conclure – to conclude

en fin de compte – in the end

Useful verbs
se chamailler –to bicker

se disputer – to argue 

se fâcher – to argue

s’entendre bien – to get on 

well

s’entendre mal – to get on 

badly

discuter – to discuss

énerver – to annoy

s’amuser – to have fun

se confier – to confide

habiter – to live 

naître – to be born

partager – to share

comprendre – to 

understand 

pouvoir – to be able to

Reflexive verbsPossessive adjectives

Use to express ownership

(eg: my, yours, their…)

Les interjections
Alors – so

ben… - well

euh – huh

Ouah! – wow!

Voyons – let’s see

Questions practice

- Tu es comment? On dit que je suis toujours…

- Parle moi de ta famille. J’ai un frère avec qui je 

m’entends assez bien.

- Est-ce que tu t’entends mieux avec ta famille ou avec 

tes amis?- Comme tous les jeunes je m’entends mieux 

avec mes mais parce qu’ils me comprennent. J’au un bon 

rapport avec mes parents mais ils m’énnervent de temps 

en temps

Le style
J’ai un style plutôt… – My style is rather…

classique – classic

décontracté – relaxed

Sportif - sporty

skater – skater

C’est –it is

Moche / laid – ugly

Horrible – horrible

À la mode - fashionable

Mon père – My Dad

Mon beau-père- My step-Dad

Ma mère – My Mum

Ma belle-mère- My step-mum

Mon frère – my brother

Ma sœur – my sister

Ma tante – my aunt

Mon oncle- my uncle

Ma fille – my daughter

Mon fils – my son

Ma petite-fille: my grand-daughter

Mon petit-fils – my grand-son

Mon neveu – my nephew

ma nièce – my niece

in my opinion

à mon avis

selon moi

d’après moi

pour moi

La personnalité
Agressif(ive) – agressive

Amusant(e) - funny/amusing

Arrogant (e)-arrogant

Bavard(e)- chattu

Bête – silly

Bruyant (e)- noisy

Charmant (e)- charming

Content(e) – happy

Débrouillard (e)- resourceful

Fier – fière – proud

Gâté(e)- spoiled

Gentil (le) – kind

Heureux-euse – happy

Méchant (e) – mean

Rigolo - funny

Sage - wise

Sérieux (euse) – serious

Paresseux (euse) – lazy

Pénible- annoying
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Maths – Foundation :  Lines and Angles 

KEY VOCABULARY

polygon, interior, exterior, tessellation, parallel, perpendicular, corresponding, alternate,
co-interior, isosceles, scalene, clockwise, anticlockwise, obtuse, acute, reflex

Example

Interior angle + Exterior angle = 180 degrees 
(angles on a straight line)

Sum of Interior angles

Exterior angles
The sum of the exterior angles 
in any shape (or polygon) = 360 
degrees



Maths - Higher:  Trigonometry

Topic/Skill Definition/Tips Example 

1. Pythagoras’ Theorem For any right angled triangle:

a2+b2=c2

Used to find missing lengths.
a and b are the shorter sides, c is the hypotenuse (longest side).

2. Hypotenuse The longest side of a right-angled triangle.
Is always opposite the right angle.

3. Adjacent Next to

4. Trigonometric Formulae Use SOHCAHTOA.

𝐬𝐢𝐧𝜽 =
𝑶

𝑯

𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝜽 =
𝑨

𝑯

𝐭𝐚𝐧𝜽 =
𝑶

𝑨

When finding a missing angle, use the ‘inverse’ trigonometric function 

by pressing the ‘shift’ button on the calculator.

Use ‘Opposite’ and ‘Adjacent’, so use ‘tan’

tan 35 =
𝑥

11

𝑥 = 11 tan 35 = 7.70𝑐𝑚

Use ‘Adjacent’ and ‘Hypotenuse’, so use ‘cos’

cos 𝑥 =
5

7

𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1
5

7
= 44.4°

KEY 
VOCABULARY

Pythagoras’ 
Theorem, sine, 
cosine, 
tangent, 
trigonometry, 
opposite, 
hypotenuse, 
adjacent, ratio, 
elevation, 
depression
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Music

The Music Industry
EXTERNAL  EXAM
Part 1:  Understanding 
different types of 
organisations that make up 
the music industry

• Venues and live performance
• Health, safety and security at 

venues
• Production and promotion
• Service companies and agencies
• Unions
• How organisations interrelate 

and why these relationships are 
important 

Introducing Music 
Recording
Part 1:   Planning a 
recording session
• Equipment
• Recording sessions
• Health and safety

Part  2:  Understand 
jobs roles in the 
Music Industry
• Performance and creative 

Roles
• Management and 

Promotion roles
• Recording Roles
• Media and other roles
• How and why workers are 

employed in the industry
• Getting a break and 

starting out
• Importance of individual 

roles and responsibilities 
• How individual roles and 

responsibilities interrelate
• How the Industry relies 

on entrepreneurs, the 
self-employed and small 
enterprises

• How to get paid 

Part 2:  Use recording 
equipment safely to 
produce multi-track 
recording
• Recording audio
• Mixing down the multi-track

Link to :- Music Industry facts every musician needs to know :-
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/music-industry-facts-every-musician-needs-to-know-2460726

Setting up a recording Session
https://www.izotope.com/en/blog/music-production/18-tips-for-running-a-great-recording-
session.html
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ArtP4L – British Values

The Right To Be Me

KEY CONCEPTS:

The right to express your identity

The right to live in safety

The right to practice your religion

The right to be treated fairly by your 
government and the court system

KEY TERMS:

LGBTQ - Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, 
Questioning, 

Domestic Abuse – Behaviour and actions that 
cause people in a relationship or family to feel 
unsafe and unable to make choices freely.

E-Safety – knowing how to keep yourself safe 
online and where to go to get help and advice

Religious Discrimination – being persecuted 
because of your religious beliefs.

Amnesty International – an global 
organisation that provides support for people 
who are being treated in such ways that 
breach their fundamental Human Rights

Religions and Life

KEY CONCEPTS:

Is a human life special?

Is life on Earth the product of chance?

Is abortion murder?

Is it ever right to help someone to die?

Do we have the right to execute people?

KEY TERMS:

Abortion: the deliberate termination of a 
pregnancy.

Medical Ethics: the debate about what is right 
and wrong in the world of medicine, e.g. 
designer babies.

Euthanasia: meaning gentle, easy death.

Voluntary Euthanasia: when a person asks a 
doctor to end their life. It is their choice.

Non-voluntary euthanasia: when a person is too 
ill to make a request to die, e.g. they are in a 
coma.

Active euthanasia: when something is 
specifically done to end someone's life.

Passive euthanasia: when death is caused by 
doctors withdrawing or withholding treatment, 
e.g. not resuscitating after a heart attack.

Notes:
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Physical Education - Athletics

Kit Needed:
• White trainers, white socks, short sleeved PE 

top and black Eggbuckland shorts, skort or 
leggings

Equipment:
• Stopwatch, Whistle, Tape Measure, Cones, 

Various event specific equipment

5 Key Rules:
• Running events respond to a starting ‘pistol’ or 

a whistle in college
• Stay in lanes for Sprint events
• For Jumping and Throwing events you must 

not step in front of a designated line
• You have to wait until the official allows you to 

complete the field event
• Relay teams are made up of 4 runners

Playing area:

Running
• Sprints, Middle Distance, 

Long Distance
• Pump arms and legs 

together
• Stride length will vary
• Pacing can be important
• Dip on a sprint finish

Throwing
• Speed and Power activities which 

use Muscular Strength
• Opposite foot forward
• Rotate at the hips
• Extend and follow through your arm
• Push a Shot Putt. Throw a Javelin
• Whole body actions

Jumping
• Long Jump, Triple Jump and High 

Jump
• Jump as far or as high as possible
• Take off on one leg
• High knee drive on all three jumps
• Run with speed to take off
• Measured from the point closest to 

take off for LJ & TJ

Basic body position
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Relays
• 4x100m and 4x400m
• Changeover zones when the relay baton 

has to transfer from one runner to the 
other

• Start running before the baton gets to you
• Opposite hand transfer
• Down Sweep or Up Sweep
• Sprint events



Physical Education - Badminton

Kit Needed

• Indoor trainers, white socks, short sleeved PE top and 
black Eggbuckland shorts, skort or leggings

Equipment

• Badminton rackets, shuttles, nets, posts and bases

5 Key Rules

• Point is scored if opponent hits shuttle to land in your 
court

• Point is scored if opponent hits shuttle out of playing area 
or into net

• Serve must be underarm and served across to diagonal 
box

• Playing area for singles is long and narrow. Playing area for 
doubles is short and wide – use side tramlines for doubles.

• Serve from the left on an odd score and right for an even 
score

Playing area

Serve
• Starts the games
• Underarm
• Opposite foot forward to racket 

hand
• Hold shuttle in front at waist 

height and above racket head
• Flick wrist in direction and over 

the net

Smash
• To win points through attacking play
• Sideways body – move behind shuttle
• Non Racket arm high (point at shuttle)
• Bend racket arm (scratch back)
• Hit shuttle at highest point whilst 

extending arm (whip shot)
• Aim to hit hard downward to 

opponents back court

Drop shot
• To create space at back of court and force 

opponent to front court
• Basic sideways body position – get behind 

shuttle
• Raise your non-racket arm and point at the 

shuttle
• Contact the shuttle as high as possible and 

out in front of your body.
Straighten your elbow as you hit the shuttle.
Push the shuttle as you hit it – NO wrist whip

• Aim to hit it to the front court

Overhead clear
• To create space, force opponent 

to back court
• Basic sideways body – move 

under shuttle
• Non Racket arm high (point at 

shuttle)
• Bend racket arm (scratch back)
• Hit shuttle at highest point whilst 

extending arm
• Aim to hit shuttle to the back of 

court over opponents head

Basic body position
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Physical Education - Football Understanding the

Kit Needed

• Moulded studs, Long/ Short sleeved top, Black Eggbuckland 
shorts, Shin pads, Long black socks

Equipment

• Footballs, posts, bibs

5 Key Rules

• A player can control the ball with any part of their body 
except their arms. 

• A player must get the ball and not the player when making a 
tackle. If the tackling player makes contact with the 
attacking player then a free-kick is awarded. 

• If a player is the last person to touch the ball before the side 
of the pitch then a throw in is awarded to the opposition.  

• If the ball crosses the goal line (either side of the goal) and 
was last touched by a defensive player then a corner is 
awarded. 

• If the ball crosses the goal line (either side of the goal) and 
was last touched by an attacking player then a goal kick is 
awarded. 

Key Terms

• Pass- how you transfer the ball from one team member to 
another

• Shot- when a player attempts to score a goal with their feet

• Header- when a player controls or strikes the ball with their 
head 

Skill/Tactic Technique Points

Short Pass

Non kicking foot next to the ball/ use the side of the kicking foot to contact the ball following a 
short back swing/ keep head over the ball to improve accuracy and ensure ball stays on the 
ground/ follow foot through to generate more power.

Long Pass

Non kicking foot next to the ball/ use the front (laces) of the kicking foot to contact the ball 
following a bigger back swing (flexion of the knee)/ keep head over the ball to improve 
accuracy of the pass/ lean back slightly to help generate height if required on the pass/ follow 
foot/leg through to generate more power.

Heading

Keep eyes focused on the ball when preparing to header/ use the forehead to contact the ball/ 
move feet to ensure body is slightly behind the ball before heading/ use neck to generate more 
power on the header/ defensive headers are normally headed high with increased distance 
whereas attacking headers on goal are normally headed down to make it more difficult for the 
goal keeper to save/ perform a jump before the header to increase power and give yourself 
more chance of beating the opponent to the header.

Shooting

Non kicking foot next to the ball/ keep body balanced/ head slightly over the top of the ball/ 
use side foot for placement or top of the foot for increased power/ flex leg back further when 
preparing to strike to the football for increased power/ aim for the area of the goal that the 
goalkeeper is least likely to save the ball.

Attacking
Attack defender with pace/ keep ball in close control away from the defender/ move the ball to 
make it more difficult for the defender to tackle you/ use tricks to outwit the opponent.

Defending
Man to man marking – sideways on/ close to player/ try to slow attacking player down/ on 
toes/ show attacker to their weaker foot/ time tackle effectively to increase chances of winning 
the ball back.

Crossing

Non kicking foot placed next to the ball/ contact ball with the instep of the foot/ lean body 
slightly back to add height on to the cross to avoid the first defender/ follow leg through to 
increase the power on the cross/ the body needs to remain balanced to increase accuracy and 
success of the cross.
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Physical Education - Gymnastics

Kit Needed

• Short or long sleeved PE top and black Eggbuckland 
shorts, Skort or leggings – Bare Feet

• No socks or shoes to be worn whilst taking part in 
Gymnastic activities.

Equipment

• Mats, Low level apparatus, Vaults, Spring boards, 
Trampettes and large apparatus – Year 9 with 
training.

Key Rules

• Follow all instructions

• Handling of equipment – lifting and carrying always 
in pairs or fours.

• Setting up and dismantling large apparatus

Key words
• Sequence
• Linking 
• Apparatus
• Pulse raiser / warm up
• Stretch
• Development
• Awareness of others
• Body control/ tension/ extension
• Skill development
• Acrobatic gymnastics
• Sequence ideas/ lists
• Counter balance/ top and base
• Confidence
• Agility, speed and quickness

Basic Body Shapes
Tuck, Pike, Star, Straddle, Straight, Dish and Arch

Low level Apparatus
• Basic body positions and 

shapes
• Over, under, around and 

jump off
• Lead and follow
• Matching and mirror
• Non-contact and contact
• Counter balances
• Acrobatic balancing – Base and Top
• Support weight in balances

Floor Work
• Basic body position
• Tension and extension
• Matching and mirroring
• Lead and Follow
• Point and Patch balances
• Jumps – Full and half term (add a 

shape)
• Sequence – start, jumps, balances, 

locomotion, over, under and around, 
rolls, travel and finish position

Key pointers / ideas
• Tension and extension
• Body control
• Observation and analysis
• Demonstrations / handling
• Lifting and handling 
• Supporting others 
• Use of Ipads and video analysis
• Feedback and visual aids

Vaulting
• Run up, take off, flight and landing – 4 key 

elements 
• Shape on vault – Squat on – shape off
• Development on a roll along box top
• Development of cartwheel ¼ turn off the box top
• Development of head/hand sprints along the 

vault and over the vault
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Physical Education - Handball

Kit Needed

• White trainers, White socks, short or long sleeved PE top and 
black Eggbuckland shorts, skort or leggings

Equipment

• Handballs, mini goals (or netball posts or football goals) and Bibs

Handball basic rules

• A match consists of two periods of 30 minutes each.

• Each team consists of 7 players; a goalkeeper and 6 outfield 
players.

• Outfield players can touch the ball with any part of their body 
that is above the knee.

• Once a player receives possession, they can pass, hold 
possession or shoot.

• If a player holds possession, they can dribble or take three steps 
for up to three seconds without dribbling.

• Only the goalkeeper is allowed to come into contact with the 
floor of the goal area.

• Goalkeepers are allowed out of the goal area but must not 
retain possession if they are outside the goal area

Basic body position

• 2 handed high catch
• 2 handed low catch

Defending
• Basic body position
• Use both arm over the ball and follow 

where attack holds it.
• When moving, remain close to attacker 

and ensure you can see player and the 
ball

Upper passes (overhead/ one 
handed
Vertical jump shot
Blocking and defending

Goal keeping
Goal keeper has to keep a
Wide body position and 
Can use any part of their body to defend the 
ball from the attacking player 



Physical Education - Netball

Netball
Kit Needed

• White trainers, White socks, short or long sleeved PE top and black 
Eggbuckland shorts, skort or leggings

Equipment

• Netballs, posts and bases and position bibs

5 Key Rules

• Do not move with the ball

• 3 seconds holding the ball

• No contact

• No closer than 1 metre from the person with the ball

• Only allowed in your positions areas
• Q

Positions

• Goal Keeper- Marks the goal shooter to stop the shooting

• Goal Defence- Marks the goal attack to stop them shooting

• Wing Defence- Marks the Wing attack to stop them feeding the ball 
into the shooting ‘D’

• Centre- Marks the other centre. Controls the game from mid court

• Wing Attack- Aim’s to feed the ball  into the shooting ‘D’ to provide 
shooting opportunities

• Goal Attack- To score goals and be a link between mid court and the 
shooting ‘D’

• Goal Shooter- To score goals within the ‘D’

Basic body 
position

Passing
- Basic body 

position
- High arms
- Extend elbows 

to straight to 
release

Defending
- Basic body position
- Use both arm over the ball 

and follow where attack 
holds it.

- When moving, remain close 
to attacker and ensure you 
can see player and the ball

Shooting
- Basic body position or feet 

shoulder width apart
- High arms
- Ball above head in both 

hands
- Extend elbows to straight to 

release towards the net 
aiming for the back of the 
ring

Footwork
- Catch the ball and land one foot 

before the other
- The first foot can not be moved
- The second foot can be moved to 

pivot
- If landing with both feet at same 

time, you can choose which one to 
use to pivot
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Physical Education - Keywords

Badminton

Key Word Definition

Shuttlecock The object that is hit to play the 
game.

Court The playing area

Racket Piece of equipment you use to hit 
the shuttlecock

Serve A type of shot that starts the game

Overhead Clear A type of shot that is aimed to the 
back of the court

Smash A type of shot that aims to win a 
point

Backhand A shot that is led by the back of the 
hand

Forehand A shot that is led by the palm of the 
hand.

Baseline Back boundary line at each end of 
the court, that runs parallel to the 
net.

Tramlines The two parallel side lines and the 
two backlines are called tramlines 

Rally This occurs when the players hit the 
shuttlecock back and forth several 
times before one side scores a point
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Athletics

Key Word Definition

Baton A short stick or tube passed from runner 
to runner in a relay race.

High Jump A sport in which competitors jump over a 
bar that is raised until only one competitor 
can jump over it

Hurdles Are upright frames, normally placed in a 
series and equal distance apart, that 
athletes jump over in a race. 

Javelin A lightweight, spear-like object which is 
thrown and must land point first.

Lane A track is split into a number of parallel 
strips marked on a running track for 
athletes to run along. Some races like 
sprints you have to stay in the same lane.

Long 
Jump

An athletic event in which competitors 
jump as far as possible along the ground in 
one leap normally with a running start 
take off.

Relay A race between teams of runners in which 
each team member in turn covers part of 
the total distance. 4x100m or 4x400m.

Shot Put An athletic contest in which a very heavy 
metal ball is thrown as far as possible.

Sprint A short, fast race run over a distance of 
400 metres or less. 100m, 200m 400m or 
hurdles.

Triple 
Jump

An event in which competitors leap as far 
as possible by performing a hop, a step 
and a jump.

Gymnastics

Key Word Definition

Apparatus the technical equipment or machinery needed for 

a particular activity or purpose

Extension a part that is added to something to enlarge or 

prolong it.

In gymnastics the lengthening of a limb to 

increase tension and aesthetic look.

Sequence a particular order in which related things follow 

each other. One action or balance  flows and links 

smoothly to the next.

Demonstration an act of showing that something exists or is true 

by giving proof or evidence

Tension the state of being stretched tight. A strong, 

controlled body position.

Confidence the feeling or belief that one can have faith in or 

rely on someone or something. Trust in someone 

or in your own ability to be successful.

Counterbalance a weight that balances another weight. Two 

people balanced against one another.

Observation the action or process of closely observing or 

monitoring something or someone to make 

judgements and suggest improvements.

Locomotion movement or the ability to move from one place 

to another with control and fluidity

Agility ability to move quickly, easily and change 

direction.



Physical Education - Keywords

Football

Key Word Definition

Attacker A player whose job is to play the ball forward towards the opponent's goal area to create a 
scoring opportunity.

Corner Kick A free kick taken from the corner of the field by an attacker. The corner kick is awarded when 
the ball has passed over the goal line after last touching a defensive player. The shot is taken 
from the corner nearest to where the ball went out.

Cross A pass played across the face of a goal.

Defender A player whose job is to stop the opposition attacking players from goal scoring.

Dribble Keeping control of the ball while running.

Free Kick A kick awarded to an opposition player when an player has committed a foul. Free kicks can be 
either direct or indirect.

Goal Kick A goal kick is awarded to the defending team when the ball is played over the goal line by the 
attacking team. It can taken by any player though it is normally taken by the goalkeeper.

Goalkeeper The specialized player who is the last line of defence, who is allowed to control the ball with 
his hands when in the goal area.

Midfielder The playing position for players that are responsible for linking play between attackers and 
defenders.

Offside A player is in an offside position if he is nearer to his opponent's goal line than both the ball 
and the second-to-last opponent. This does not apply if the players is on their half of the field. 
An indirect free kick is awarded to the opposing team at the place where the offside occurred.

Penalty A penalty kick is awarded when a foul has been committed inside the penalty area in front of 
the goal. A penalty is taken by one player opposed only by the goal keeper.

Shot A kick, header, or any intended deflection of the ball toward a goal by a player attempting to 
score a goal.

Striker An attacking player whose job is to finish attacking plays by scoring a goal.

Tackle To take the ball away from the opponent using the feet.
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Handball

Key Word Definition

Dribble Moving whilst bouncing the ball every 3 steps. 

1 hand to 2 hand.

Pass Throw the ball from one player to another.

Bounce pass Move the ball to a team-mate by bouncing on 

the floor. (This is useful in crowded space 

when opposition’s arms are raised to stop the 

pass)

Block Illegal use of the body to stop a shot or pass. 

(Only the arms can be used)

Assault A forceful action to move into/collide with the 

opposition whilst dribbling the ball. If the 

defender is static then it a foul.

Cross the 

Sideline/goal-line

When the ball goes out over the side or end of 

the pitch.

Foul Any illegal action which affects play to gain 

advantage. (not just body contact)

Feint or Fake Pretending to pass or move in one direction 

but going the other way.

Jump shot/pass Shooting or passing with the feet off the 

ground.

Give and go Make a pass and move fast into a space up the 

court to receive a return pass.

Fast break Passing the ball quickly out of defense up the 
court using long passes to players running 
forward.
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Physical Education - Keywords

Netball

Key Word Definition

Court The playing area

Umpire Two umpires control the game 

Obstruction A player attempting to intercept or 
defend the ball must be at least 3ft (0.9m) 
away from the player with the ball. 
Measured from the landing foot of the 
player in possession of the ball.

Contact Any action that results in players touching 
or bumping into each other

Centre pass The first pass used to started the game 
and restart after every goal that is scored

Offside When a player makes contact with a part 
of the court which is not included in the
players own playing area

The ‘D’ or 
shooting 
circle

The marked circle which the shooters 
must land in before attempting to make a 
goal

Centre circle The small circle in the center of the 
netball court

Feed the ball Any pass made to the shooters within the 
shooting circle

Footwork This is the rule which limits the movement 
of the player's feet after catching the ball

Landing foot The first foot to be grounded after 
catching the ball. You can pivot on this 
foot.

Components of Fitness

Key Word Definition

Speed The ability to move the whole body or body 
parts quickly. Uses ‘fast twitch muscle fibres

Strength The ability to apply force against an object or 
resistance. Use ‘fast twitch’ muscle fibres

Power The ability to apply strength/force quickly.
Uses ‘fast twitch’ muscle fibres.
Calculate by measuring ‘force x speed’ 

Endurance The ability to maintain high levels of exercise for 
a sustained period of time

Cardio-
vascular

A combination of heart and lungs. 
Cardio-vascular fitness is the ability to sustain 
low/moderate exercise intensity by supplying 
oxygen to the muscles

Skill The ability to preform movements and 
techniques with control and precision

Agility The ability to change direction of the whole 
body or body parts with speed

Balance The ability to maintain the ‘centre of gravity’ 
within the base of support without falling over 
or stumbling. 

Co-ordination The ability to control one or more body parts at 
the same time

Reaction Time The speed with which a person can react to a 
stimulus or situation

Fitness and Multi-Skills 

Key Word Definition

Speed The ability to move the whole body or 
body parts quickly. Uses ‘fast twitch 
muscle fibres

Strength The ability to apply force against an 
object or resistance. Use ‘fast twitch’ 
muscle fibres

Power The ability to apply strength/force 
quickly.
Uses ‘fast twitch’ muscle fibres.
Calculate by measuring ‘force x speed’ 

Endurance The ability to maintain high levels of 
exercise for a sustained period of time

Cardio-
vascular

A combination of heart and lungs. 
Cardio-vascular fitness is the ability to 
sustain low/moderate exercise intensity 
by supplying oxygen to the muscles

Skill The ability to preform movements and 
techniques with control and precision

Agility The ability to change direction of the 
whole body or body parts with speed

Balance The ability to maintain the ‘centre of 
gravity’ within the base of support 
without falling over or stumbling. 

Co-ordination The ability to control one or more body 
parts at the same time

Reaction Time The speed with which a person can react 
to a stimulus or situation
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ArtPsychology

What is psychology?

It is the scientific study of the mind, the brain and the 

behaviours of humans.

People are studied in labs, and in the real world, through 

experiments and through observations.

Behavioural

Everything can be learnt

This is conditioning

It was tested by Pavlov and 

Skinner.

It is reinforced with rewards 

and punishment

People learn to react a 

specific way to a stimulus 

e.g. a firebell

Cognitive

Our understanding of the 

world is linked to 

language and ideas.

We build a map of the 

world (a schema) which 

helps us make sense of 

it.

Nature vs 

nurture
This is an argument 

about whether biology 

(nature) or learning 

(nurture) has more effect 

on behaviour.

The argument has never 

been 100% proved.

Biological

Everything is innate (part 

of us when we are born).

Biology and genes 

control our urges, actions 

and thoughts.

It is primitive.

We have no control over 

it.

Social 

Everything can be learnt 

from others.

We copy and imitate.

We learn by watching.

We expect rewards.

We learn from role models 

(especially the same 

gender)

Key words:

Participant: a person recruited to be part of a study

Confederate: a person who takes part in a study. They 

seem to be a participant but are working for the 

researcher.

Hypothesis: a testable statement set by the researcher

Lab experiment: a carefully designed test in controlled 

laboratory conditions which will test the hypothesis

Observation: a different way to test the hypothesis by 

watching what people do

Variables: factors that the researcher manipulates to see 

the result

Extraneous variable: unexpected factors the researcher 

didn’t choose to manipulate but which might have an effect

Dependent variable (DV): the variable being tested by the 

hypothesis.

Independent variable (IV): the variable being changed to 

test the DV.

Sample: a small selection of people/things to be tested

Students explore the following topics:

•Criminal psychology

•Development

•Psychological problems.

The research methods focus on designing an investigation.

Students explore the following topics:

•Social influence

•Memory

•Sleep and dreaming.
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Religious Studies – Practices : Christianity

Practices : Christianity

“Mutual respect for and tolerance of those with different faiths
and beliefs and for those without faith”

Worship
Liturgical – Follows a set routine 
eg RC

Non-liturgical - Does not follow a 
set routine

Charismatic – informal; spirit-
inspired

Rosary – a string of beads with a 
crucifix attached

Meditation – thoughtfulness, 
focused on a religious truth

Quaker meetings – Completely 
informal, with no leader or 
structure

The Bible – regardless of the type 
of worship, it will always have a 
focus on the Bible

Private – worshipping alone

Prayer – Communicating with God

Why is worship 
important?

• It brings a sense of togetherness
as a community

• It makes a person feel closer to 
God

• It is peaceful – allowing for 
prayer and meditation

• It is an external expression of 
their faith

• Christians praise God as the 
eternal Being and source of 
everything that exists

Pilgrimage
A pilgrimage is a visit to a place 

regarded as holy for the believer.  
Often, the journey is also special.  
Pilgrimage has always played an 
important role in the history of 
Christianity, thought it is not a 

compulsory duty and many today 
see no need to go on pilgrimage.  

Some examples of Christian places of 
pilgrimage are:  Lourdes, Iona, the 
Holy Land (Israel) and Canterbury.

Prayer
Jesus spoke about prayer on a 
number of occasions.  Some 

Christians follow set prayer (such as 
the Lord’s prayer (which Jesus 

taught his disciples), whereas others 
make them more personal.

There different types of prayer:
• Thanksgiving
• Adoration
• Confession
• Petition
• Intercession

Sacraments
A sacrament = an outward and visible sign of an 

inward and spiritual grace 

Protestant Churches = only 2 sacraments: Baptism and 
Eucharist.
RC & Orthodox Churches = 7 sacraments: Baptism, Eucharist, 
Confirmation, Reconciliation, Marriage, Holy Orders, Anointing 
of the Sick.

Baptism
Jesus was baptised by John and, during the baptism, Jesus 

experienced the Holy Spirit entering his life and heard God’s 
assurance that he was the Son of God.  

Just before his ascension, Jesus told his disciples to: “Go and 

make disciples of all nations, baptising them in the name of 

the Father, Son and Holy Spirit”.  Baptism was a rite of 
initiation into the community right from the start and there are 

many references to baptism throughout the NT.

Eucharist
The Eucharist is celebrated by nearly all Christian 

denominations and has many names, such as Holy Communion.
The central features are the same: the connection with Jesus’ 

Last Supper, the giving of thanks for the bread and wine 
(consecration) and using Jesus’ words at the last supper.  

RC Christians believe in transubstantiation – the bread & wine 
literally turns into the body & blood of Christ.  Whereas 

Protestants do not believe this.

The Church in the 
local community

The Church has always been 
involved in caring for others.  For 
example, in the Middle Ages the 
monasteries provided education, 

hospitality for travellers and 
treatment for the sick.  In the 20th

century, a London church set up 
the first Samaritans phone service 

for those feeling suicidal.  
In the Parable of the Sheep & the 
Goats, Jesus told his disciples that 
whatever they did or failed to do 

for someone, however 
insignificant the deed or situation, 
they did/or failed to do, for Jesus.

One way in which Christians out 
their faith into action is through 
food banks and street pastors. 

Key organisations (research 
these!)
• Corrymeela – reconciliation & 

ecumenism
• Open Doors – Supports 

persecuted Christians
• Spring Harvest – Mission & 

evangelism
• Community of the cross of 

nails
• CAFOD – Catholic Agency for 

Overseas Development
• Tearfund
• Christian Aid



Science - Bioenergetics Understanding the

Keywords

Endothermic 
reaction

A reaction that requires energy to be absorbed to 
work.

Photosynthesis
The process by which plants use sunlight to 
produce glucose. Happens in chloroplasts.

Limiting factor
Anything that reduces or stops the rate of a 
reaction.

Yield The amount of an agricultural product produced.

Respiration
The process by which living things release 
energy from glucose. Happens in mitochondria.

Aerobic In the presence of oxygen.

Oxidation A reaction that uses oxygen.

Exothermic 
reaction

A reaction that gives out thermal energy.

Anaerobic In the absence of oxygen.

Oxygen debt
The amount of extra oxygen the body needs 
after exercise to break down lactic acid.

Fermentation
The chemical breakdown of glucose into ethanol 
and carbon dioxide by respiring micro-organisms 
such as yeast.

Metabolism
The sum of all the chemical reactions that
happen in an organism.

+ energy

+ energy

Anaerobic Respiration Aerobic Respiration
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ArtScience - Organisation

Keywords

Cell Building block of all living things

Multicellular Any organism made of more than one cell

Organ
A group of different tissues working together 
to perform a particular function

Organ system
Group of organs working together to perform
a function

Organism 
Individual form of life capable of carrying out 
the life processes

Tissue
Group of similar cells working together to 
perform a function

Cells are the building blocks of living 
things. Different cells are adapted to 
carry out different roles in the 
organism.

Level 1 - Cells

A group of cells that are specialised 
and work together to carry out a 
specific function is known as a 

tissue.

All living things are made of cells. These cells exist in hierarchical levels 
that build the organism. 

Level  2 - Tissues

Different types of tissue that 
work together become organs.

Level  3 - Organs

A group of organs working together to 
achieve a specific function are known 
as a system.

Level  4 – Organ System

Organ systems work together to form an organism. 

Level  5 – Organism
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My Diary :  

Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

1

19/04/2021 20/04/2021 21/04/2021 22/04/2021 23/04/2021 24/04/2021 25/04/2021

2

26/04/2021 27/04/2021 28/04/2021 29/04/2021 30/04/2021 01/05/2021 02/05/2021

3

03/05/2021 04/05/2021 05/05/2021 06/05/2021 07/05/2021 08/05/2021 09/05/2021

4

10/05/2021 11/05/2021 12/05/2021 13/05/2021 14/05/2021 15/05/2021 16/05/2021

5

17/05/2021 18/05/2021 19/05/2021 20/05/2021 21/05/2021 22/05/2021 23/05/2021

6

24/05/2021 25/05/2021 26/05/2021 27/05/2021 28/05/2021 29/05/2021 30/05/2021
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My Homework

Week

19/04

26/04

03/05

10/05

17/05

24/05

HALF
TERM
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My Reading Record -To be completed at the end of each DEAR session

Date BookTitle Pages Main Events

19/04

MONDAY

20/04

TUESDAY

21/04

WEDNESDAY

22/04

THURSDAY

23/04

FRIDAY

26/04

MONDAY

27/04

TUESDAY

28/04

WEDNESDAY

29/04

THURSDAY

30/04

FRIDAY

03/05

MONDAY

04/05

TUESDAY

05/05

WEDNESDAY

06/05

THURSDAY

07/05

FRIDAY
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My Reading Record -To be completed at the end of each DEAR session

Date BookTitle Pages Main Events

10/05

MONDAY

11/05

TUESDAY

12/05

WEDNESDAY

13/05

THURSDAY

14/05

FRIDAY

17/05

MONDAY

18/05

TUESDAY

19/05

WEDNESDAY

20/05

THURSDAY

21/05

FRIDAY

24/05

MONDAY

25/05

TUESDAY

26/05

WEDNESDAY

27/05

THURSDAY

28/05

FRIDAY
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Home Contact
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